Beech Bottom Campsite  7/18/2022

Just to the east of the Mile 9 marker, the trail runs alongside a stream and makes a slight turn uphill (east) and the campsite location sign is on the north side (left) of the trail. This well used campsite is moved (relocated) from east to west side (and back) of the water every couple years to keep effect of compaction down. **Be aware the old locations are not to be used** (there are signs that point out the current/authorized site and that the old site area is closed). There is a 12 foot bridge over the water on the path leading off the PMT to the current site on west side of the creek. If you leave Molly Hugger Hill Parking Lot and go west on the trail, you have about a two mile hike in. You go down and up several times with some pretty good switch-backs west of Mile 10. The site is a flat cleared area under some tree cover of Beech Trees. Be aware of the signs at the back (north side) of the site that mark the boundary of FDR State Park, the pines there are **private property**. The beautiful water source running alongside the camp is one of the best of all the campsites and can be counted on all year long. There is only one fire ring at the site, with signs noting where not to set up.
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